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Sum Fun Maths Assessment for 7-9 year olds:
Years 3-4 Maths Assessment Puzzles for the 2014
Curriculum
By Katherine Bennett

Brilliant Publications, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 297 x 210 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Sum Fun Maths Assessment is a series of 3 books full of puzzle
worksheets for assessing children s progress in maths. Each sheet is self-correcting - children solve
the mathematical questions, then use the code to find the answers to the silly jokes and riddles.
Children will love riddles such as What would happen if all the ducks in the world jumped up and
down at the same time? (an earth quack) and What is the best way to communicate with a fish?
(drop it a line). Each sheet assesses a particular skill, all linked to the new September 2014
curriculum. In addition to being invaluable for assessing children s learning, the sheets can be used
as: Evidence of children s learning; Extension activities; Differentiated group/individual activities;
Plenary tasks; Fun time fillers! Topics covered include: Number and place value; Addition and
subtraction; Multiplication and division; Fractions; Decimals and percentages.
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Reviews
This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
-- Roosevelt B r a un
Certainly, this is the greatest work by any author. It can be writter in easy words and phrases rather than confusing. I am just happy to let you know that
this is actually the greatest ebook we have study inside my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Tr ent Mona ha n
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